




SPORADIC 



ACT ON / UPON 

1.Take action according to or in the light of.

"I shall certainly act on his 
suggestion"

2. have a particular effect on.
"the drug acts on the brain to curb appetite"



Similar:

1. comply with

2. act in accordance with

3. Follow

4. go along with

5. 5.obey



ACT UP 

behave badly.

"all children talk back and act up from time to time“

be promoted to a more senior position on a 

temporary basis.

"she has been acting up as a consultant in public 

health"



Similar:

1. misbehave

2. give someone trouble

3.cause someone trouble

4. act badly

5. act the goat



act for

1.represent someone on a contractual, legal, 

or paid basis.

"he chose a solicitor to act for him



Similar:

1.Represent

2.act on behalf of



act out

perform a narrative as if it were a play; translate 

something into action.

"students were encouraged to act out the stories



1. behave badly, especially when unhappy or 

stressed.

"many children who act out while awaiting 

placement in a healthcare facility end up in juvenile 
detention"



call off

1.cancel an event or agreement.

"they held a ballot on whether to call off 

industrial action“

2. order a person or dog to stop attacking 

someone.

“Shyam pleaded with him to call the dog off"



Similar:

1.cancel

2.abandon

3.shelve

4.scrap

5.drop



call for

1.make something necessary / require .

"desperate times call for desperate measures"

2. publicly ask for or demand something.

"the report calls for an audit of endangered 

species"



Similar:

1.require

2.need

3.necessitate

4.make necessary

5.demand

6.be grounds for

7.justify

8.be a justification/reason for



call on

1.pay a visit to someone.

"he's planning to call on Katherine today“

2. make use of someone or something as a source 

of help.

"we are able to call on academic staff with a wide 

variety of expertise"



Similar:

1.visit

2.pay a visit to

3.pay a call on

4.go and see

5.look in on

6.visit with

7.go see

8.look up

9.drop in on



CALL FORTH (Old-fashioned)

a.To summon, bring into action or existence

Mary called forth all her courage and jumped from the 

plane.

That film always calls forth happy memories.



1.Call after 

2.Call around 

3.Call at

4.Call away

5.Call back

6.Call by

7.Call down

8.Call forth

9.Call in

10.Call in on 

13.Call out

14.Call round

15.Call up

16.Call upon

HOMEWORK 



PRACTICE TIME 
!!!!!!



Q.1Select the most appropriate meaning of the given idiom.

Dead heat

1. A deadly blast of hot air

2.A strong heat wave

3.Close contest that ends in a tie

4.Strong opposition to one's ideas



Q.2.Select the most appropriate word to fill in the blank.

The groom stood before the for the wedding ceremony at the
church.

1.Atlas

2.alter

3.altar

4.attic



Q.3. Select the most appropriate segment to substitute the
underlined segment of the given sentence. If substitution is not
required select ‘no improvement’.

The animal resembled with a cat.

1.resembled by

2.resembled to

3.resembled

4.No improvement



Q.4. Select one word for the following group of words.

Morals that govern one's behavior

1.Ethics

2.Intuition

3.Psychology

4.Attitude



Q.5.Select the most appropriate word to fill in the blank.

She on paying the bill at the restaurant.

1.Requested

2.insisted

3.offered

4.suggested



Q.6 In the sentence identify the segment which contains the
grammatical error.

Saraswati college hasmaintained its reputation as one of thebest
college in the country.

1.Saraswati college has maintained 

2.Its reputation as 

3.In the  country 

4.One of the best college 




